
Origami Christmas Gospel - Sermon

Sermon – the gospel & a 6 point 3D origami  star to hang on a Christmas tree.  – You need: 

(1) a (green if possible) cloth covered table with cloth reaching floor: ½  of table is for paper folding 
and ½ is for infront of flip chart; 

(2) standing a bit back from the table: a floor-standing flip chart with cartoons of (a) nativity, (b) 
Jesus teaching to crowds, (c) the cross, (d) the empty tomb (DH to bring sheets); 

(3) a white-inside-and-out-partly-ready-made origami star hidden under the table on the floor in front
of flip chart ready for switching with the yet-to-be-partly-made-dark-inside-and-white-outside star;

(4) a thread of cotton attached to a diamond shaped card to insert in the model to hang it up; 

(5) a web cam & operator for the bits of the sermon when the paper star is being folded on the table.

Actions / Origami:        Stand in front of table in middle 
                                   with paper in L hand, dark side up

Move R hand

R hand hovering

SHOW light side of paper above head
run at congregation flourishing the light paper

Back to centre with light paper showing at 12 o’clock
show dark side of paper to LHS of kneck(9 o’clock)

show light side of paper above head (12 o’clock)
show dark side of paper to LHS of kneck (9 o’clock)

showing dark paper setting like sun to 6 o’clock
& rises thru 3 & on to 12 o’clock & show light paper side 

Words:

[from Genesis 1:1-5 (NIV)]

In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 

Now the earth was without form and empty, 
darkness was over the surface of the deep, 
and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters.

And God said, “Let there be light,” 
and there was L I G H T ! ! ! !
God saw that the light was GOOD, 
and he separated the light from the darkness. 
God called the light “day,” 
and the darkness he called “night.” 
And there was evening, 
and there was morning—the first day.



In the beginning the sermon was without form and the 
blank sheet was empty.

And the preacher was praying

that the Spirit of God was hovering over the darkness, 
and that what would unfold

would bring light,

and be of God, 

and be, in however small a way, some good.

Form of sermon = star + light + darkness + star

  First the STAR

In the beginning there WAS light, but not in the visible 
part of spectrum.

That would have to wait until STARS formed. And 
scientists reckon that took AGES! 

Scientists have TRIED to make useful small stars in the 
lab to MAKE energy. But it’s been too difficult.

But today we are going to make a useful star, 
to give us light,
to hang on the Christmas tree
with just a piece of square paper
and following some folds for a Jackstone, invented by
Jack Skillman, a hugely clever origami master in the USA.

Move to behind table to fold paper on table

X 4

N.B. Black side ends up on 
inside and white on outside 
i.e. OPPOSITE to these 
pictures



Moving on to LIGHT:

When Jesus grew up, he spent a LOT of time with folk at 
the bottom of society, e.g. people with leprosy, tax 
collectors who collaborated with the occupying foreign 
power, women caught in adultery, …

Other leaders said that their actions were clearly 
unacceptable and that they must be rotten on the outside 
because they were rotten on the inside, and that they 
were beyond the pale as far as God was concerned.

But Jesus spent most of his time with the lost, the least, 
and the last, because they were still made in the likeness 
of God, because God’s light was still in them. Even if it 
WAS hidden away, you could still see it if you looked hard
past the gaps of the darkness of the outside, of their self-
centred or self-destructive behaviour.

Not surprisingly, Jesus was extremely popular with many 
folk on the fringes of acceptable society.

They could see some light and hope in him & through him



Instead, like Isaiah and the other prophets of years 
before, Jesus was most critical of leaders.

He criticised them for looking good on the outside, when 
inside they were full of darkness. 

So let’s think about DARKNESS.

Like light, it’s there in everyone.

We are all capable of putting US first above everything 
and everyone else.

And leaders are especially tempted to do it 

- for themselves to stay in power

- for those they lead.

And they are under pressure to do all sorts of self-
centred, un-Godly things in order to stay on top.



Now, no-one likes having the darkness and hypocrisy 
inside them exposed for everyone to see.

But Jesus was brilliant at doing exactly that.

(Can you imagine how hard it must have been for Mary 
and Joseph bringing up Jesus,? With him questioning 
EVERYTHING he saw that was unfair?...)



Having grown up asking awkward questions of his 
parents, Jesus continued asking awkward questions of 
the leaders of his day.

But there are consequences 
if you ask those in power 
questions they cannot answer.

Jesus challenged them to die to their selfishness 
so that they could  seek life in all its fullness 
for EVERYONE, especially those they usually 
EXCLUDED.

They didn’t rise to the challenge. At the start, they couldn’t
see what God was doing in leading the magi to Jesus.
“God does NOT lead FOREIGNERS, ARABS to the 
Chosen One before telling US where He is!!!”

So if they weren’t going to die to their self-centredness for
the good of others, Jesus did. 

[DROP ORIGAMI MODEL, WHITE OUTSIDE TO 
PEOPLE, INFRONT OF CROSS ABOVE THE HIDDEN 
MODEL]



The leaders had Jesus executed. And he died. For them..
his enemies,… and his friends,... and you… and me.

But on the third day…

[PICK UP LIGHT INSIDE AND OUT MODEL, SHOWING
WHITE OUTSIDE TO PEOPLE.]

God raised Jesus from beath. 
Because Jesus was completely good on the outside 
because he was completely good on the inside.

[SHOW WHITE INSIDE TO PEOPLE.]



But we have a LOT of self-centredness to die to:

- It starts small: the strange new word, “share” at 
Parents and Toddlers groups!

-  If the world were a village of 100 people, 22 
would not have any electricity, and most of those 
that do only use it for light at night.

- The Earth has been around for AGES. If the time
the Earth has been around were scaled down to 
24 hours, human beings have been around for… 
less than 5 minutes, possibly only seconds. 

- And while some scientists deny there are any 
limits to what human beings can do to the Earth, 
more scientists are saying that we cannot 
continue as we are. If everyone on the planet 
started living like I do, we would need… 3-5 
planet earths.

- We are like a spoilt child waking up on Christmas
morning, and before 5 minutes is up we have 
opened and trashed our presents, and most of 
everyone else’s too.

We have a LOT of self-centredness to die to!

It is as St Paul says: you have to think of all your material 
and religious common sense as nonsense!



Jesus’ disciples once asked Jesus if this sort of 
impossible dying to self-centredness could be done. And 
he said, “Everything is possible for God!”
Hurrah!

Without Jesus we can do nothing. But him, with the Spirit 
of God in us, and us following the Sprit’s call to let go of 
our me-centred empire building, God can build “his” 
others-centred Kingdom including the lost, the least, and 
the last.

What might your life and my life look like if we used 
everything we have been given as God calls? 

And what skills have you got that God can use?

It might be FAR more impressive than geeky origami!

INSERT HANGER & COTTON!



Jesus says, use your skills and gifts boldly!

Don’t hide your light in a low place.

Hang your light high up so that it gives light to everyone!

[HANG HIGH ON TREE!]

So that the Kingdom of God can come

and his will be done

on Earth

as it is in heaven!

Amen!
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